NControl Security Integrations
introduces the Patient Elopement
Protection System (PEPS).

NEAT PEPS
Patient Elopement Protection System

The system uses the latest RFID
technology to prevent patients
All alarm activity (including personnel reset) can be

from leaving their assigned areas

access using the web-based NEAT PEPS reporting

without notifying facility personnel..

application. This application uses password protection to
prevent unauthorized access and can be access by any

The system is ideal for:
•

Hospitals

•

Nurseries

•

Extended Care Facilities

users on the systems local area network.
NEAT PEPS reports include:

PEPS will sound and alarm at the
door and notify personnel at the
nursing station if a patient tries to

•

Today’s Alarms

•

Alarms for the week

•

Alarms for the month

•

Alarms by Patient

leave through a covered exit door.
NControl is pleased to offer a new concept in Patient

NEAT PEPS has other options that can be added to

Elopement Systems, NEAT PEPS. The system is

enhance the system. These options include:

designed to monitor facility exit points and notify
personnel if patients are in the door area. The system

Time of Day Schedules – Users can define when alarms

monitors patient activity at the facility exit points and if a

will occur based on the time of day. Perfect for facilities

Patient is ‘seen’ an alarm will sound at the door and on

where patients can exit the facility during certain times,

the NEAT PEPS workstation.

but require notification during others. This option can be
set system wide or by individual door.

The NEAT PEPS combines the latest RFID and Access
Control technologies to offer a cost-effective system to

Email or Text Notification – When alarms occur, the

monitor patient access. The system uses a wireless

system can send emails or text to defined personnel in

hardware design, making the system easy to install

addition to the other alarms. This option is ideal for

- Notify personnel via workstation

(most installations can be done by facility maintenance

facilities with unstaffed nursing stations or during evening

alarm if a patient is at exit door

personnel). All PEPS systems are pre-configured for the

hours.

System Functions

installation and come ready to use out of the box. Users
- Local alarm at the door location
- Records alarms and reset activity

simply add the patient information; attach the wristwatch

Video Display – In addition to alarms, the NEAT PEPS

styled RFID tag to the patient and it’s ready to go!

system can display real-time video of the door location,
so workstation users can view activity at the door as

- Reports that display alarms by
day, week or month
- Text or Email if alarms occur

NEAT PEPS is designed to two facility exit points, but

alarms occur. NEAT PEPS can also be integrated with a

can be expanded if required. Each door will have a local

number of Video Surveillance systems.

alarm that sounds if a patient tries to exit through the
door. If exit is attempted, the system will display the

- Monitor door access and

alarm on the workstation (normally located at the nursing

preventing unauthorized exit

station, and the alarm will be activated at the door. Upon

NControl

alarm activation, authorized personnel can investigate

sales@ncontrolsi.com or via telephone at (219) 285-

the alarm and reset the device using their assigned

0141.

system reset card.

For additional information on NEAT PEPS please contact
Security

Integrations,

LLC

at

either

